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Freddy Hall
to receive
much needed
renovations

Administration
proves adamant
forVPR
BY TYLER GOWEN
& DIANE GREEN
Nor'easter Staff

BY MARISSA SIMOES
After months of work, the
faculty search committee, appointed by President Ripich,
found their candidate as Vice
President of Research (VPR) and
was quickly disbanded. The candidate whom had overwhelming support from the committee
as a finalist, was denied by both
the President and Provost Jacque
Carter, who found their own representative for the position.
As UNE moves towards
becoming a research institute
there are two typical models for
a university; attract a VPR to increase funding whil.: also acting
as a mentor to researchers, or use
the money that would be spent to
fund a VPR on startup money for
new researchers instead. However, even though it wasn't clear if
UNE was financially ready to fill
the often expensive position of a
VPR, l>resident Ripich created a
search committee to find one in
late spring of'07.
The search committee was
comprised of Dean John Cormier, Dr. Ian Meng, Dr. Phil Yund,
and Nina Turcato. Their job was
to write up a job description that
would be able to attract suitable
candidates, review applicants,
and even select the appropriate
final candidates, all while keeping
the opinions of the faculty in mind.
Please see VPR, page 2
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BARBARA HAZARD, STUDENT AFFAIRS

STUDENT TRUSTEES: From left to right: Amanda Alboth, Ryan Smith, Melissa Osborn, and Tyler Raymond. Alboth (WCC)
and Raymond (UC) were recently elected as the new Student Trustees for the 2008-2009 academic year.

New Student Trustees elected to the Board
BY MELISSA OSBORN
&RYAN SMITH
Nor'easter Staff
The enthusiasm was contagious last weekend as the next
generation of Student-TrusteeElects were officially and unanimously elected to the University's
Board of Trustees. A liaison between administration and students, the position of Student
Trustee is unique. In fact, among
the nation's private universities,
UNE is one of only 5% that has
students as full voting members
of the Board. This regard for
students is reflected in the University's mission and identity as a

student-centered institution.
The weekend Board Retreat marked the culmination of
months of work by student leaders and administrators, including
an extensive application process
by prospective Student Trustees.
Candidates from both the Westbrook College and University
Campuses had to obtain student
signatures in support of their
candidacy, recommendations and
evaluations from professors or administrators, and complete an interview with the Representatives
Council. The Representatives
Council, comprised of student
government association leaders
and chaired by Ryan Smith and

Melissa Osborn, current Student
Trustees, had the difficult task
of assessing the applications and
seeking out those candidates best
suited for both the prestigious and
occasionally daunting appointment of Student-Trustee Elect.
After careful consideration, we
are proud to announce that Ms.
Amanda Alboth will represent
the Westbrook College Campus
while Mr. Tyler Raymond will
represent the University Campus
as your Student-Trustees for the
2008-2009 academic year.
Amanda Alboth is a student
of Occupational Therapy who will
begin her fourth year on the
Please see TRUSTEES, page 2

As one of the oldest buildings on the University of New
England campus, Frederick Hall
has more than its share of problems. With broken lights, uneven
heating, exposed piping and even
oil spills, the brick building sitting aloft Hills Beach Road leaves
much to be done.
However, hope is in sight for
Freddy-ites. According to Bill
Bola, the director of contract services, purchasing and risk management, there is a deferred maintenance program in the works.
One hundred and fifteen thousand dollars has been allocated to
Freddy Hall to replace windows,
repair and paint wood siding, recarpet bedrooms, etcetera.
Repairs have been a long time
coming. For Freddy Hall Resident
Advisor, Liz Bukvich, the problems have been seemingly endless.
"There are certainly a lot of issues
and quirks to the building. There's
been uneven heating; some of us
were freezing, some of us were
in saunas; we've had the hot water go out several times; lights
have fallen off the ceilings; there
is exposed piping throughout the
building," Bukvich explains.
Another qualm she and many
others have is with facilities.
Please see FREDDY, page 2

Sodexho Facilities gets
canned, UNE takes control
BY MARISSA SIMOES
Nor'easter Staff
Since August 2003, the University of New England has outsourced its Facilities Department
to the Sodexho Corporation.
Sodexho facilities, an entirely
separate entity than Sodexho
food services, was -responsible
for all the mechanical systems,
the physical plant, the boilers, repairs and maintenance, cleaning,
housekeeping and custodial work.
Prior to 2003, everything was
performed by UNE employees.
However, Sodexho facilities failed
to perform as well as the univerMORENEWS
TURTLES: Endangered sea turtles come
in from the cold at MARC. Page 3.
BOARD MEETING: Details of recent
Board ofTrustee meeting. Page 3.

sity had hoped they would.
There has been a constant
lack of consistency and quality,
lack of a preventive maintenance
program, lack of checklists and
quality standards, and a lack of
their inability to create a process
to solve an incident according to
the director of contract services,
purchasing and risk management,
Bill Bola. In addition, recently the
Sodexho employees found themselves being mistreated and unpaid.
For a number of weeks, the
staff was not receiving paychecks
accurately and in a timely fashion.
Please see FACILITIES, page 2

ELLEN FAULISE, NOR'EASTER NEWS

UNE FACILITIES MANAGEMENT: Some of the hardworking UNE employees that help make up the Facilities Management
Team at UNE. From left to right: Dana Hutchins, Sean Foley, Don Cote, Tom Teague, Rob Lane, and Bob Ferrin.
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Westbrook Campus in September. Currently involved in
numerous clubs, organizations,
and leadership activities, Alboth
brings all the qualities and experiences of a leader and a unique
perspective having been a resident on the University Campus
for the past three years. As such,
she hopes to be able to continue
to encourage and further facilitate
collaboration between the campuses. Among her many leadership appointments, Alboth is the
President of the Residence Hall
Council while she is also instrumental in planning and hosting
orientation for new students.
Tyler Raymond will be a
second year student in the College of Osteopathic Medicine in
the fall. Raymond completed his
undergraduate degree in Medical Biology at UNE, is presently
in the Master's in Public Health
program, and has been extensively involved with basic science
research on campus through the
laboratory of Dr. Edward Bilsky.
Raymond also has extensive lead-

FACILITIES

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

The staff is broken up into two
factions: the custodial staff which
is comprised of about forty employees and the mechanical staff
of about twenty. Bola comments
that they alerted the President of
Sodexho and claimed that, "These
are people we consider as part of
our family and your company is
not paying them."That was when
they decided that continuing Sodexho's facilities services was no
longer in the best interest of the
university and its employees.
Bola went on to discuss his
role in the situation, "I've been
evaluating · Sodexho facilities
since I have been here, since June
1, and I have had serious concerns
about their consistency and have
had concerns about their delivering out their contractual obligations in terms of programs they
are supposed to have in place for
the university." The University of
New England and President of
Sodexho then mutually agreed to
end the contract.
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ership experience. He is currently
the Vice President of SOMA
and is on the Editorial Board of
Nor'easter News. Raymond has
developed an extensive plan for
his tenure as a student trustee to
include increasing funding for
student research, addressing housing and parking issues on campus,
and facilitating interdisciplinary
collaboration across campuses.
As we reflect on our tenure
as Student Trustees, we are proud
of the accomplishments made
over the course of the academic
year. Among the most poignant
achievements include improving
communication between students
and administration, increasing
cross-campus
interdisciplinary
collaboration, and welcoming
integrated student clubs and organizations to both campuses.
EMELlNE EMERY, NOR'EASTER NEWS
However, we are most proud to FREDERICK HALL: Entrance to Frederick Hall, located on the University Campus. SlS0,000 has been allocated to Frederick
confidently present Amanda and Hall for long-needed mainentainence work.
Tyler as the next generation of
they found a rather curious scene. immediately.
Student-Trustees as we know they
To rectify the problem, the
There
was oil residue on the floor
CONTINUED
FROM
PAGE
1
will con~;nue to improve collaboand
absorbent
materials
scattered
university
made the Sodexho faration and communication while
cilities re-train their staff on the
ensuring student perspective is With a building falling down atop it as well as garbage bags.
Clearly, someone had noticed proper procedure in dealing with
heard at the highest level of the around them, work orders are
placed and often go unfulfilled. "I the spill and had attempted to an oil spill or other environmental
University.
haven't seen facilities in this build- cover it up. The spill was nothing problems.
Freddy-ites have to deal with
ing in a while," Bukvich contin- major, it occurred because there
The greatest news to come ues, "We're not their top priority. are 2 oil tanks and when one gets the constant ups and downs of livfrom this is that all the former When I put in a work order, if it full, it goes over to the other one. ing in Freddy. With windows that
Sodexho employees are being re- ever gets filled, it is months later. There was a clog on one of the don't open or close, light fixtures
integrated as University of New I end up doing a lot of things my- valves that didn't allow for the oil that fall, shattering to the ground
England employees. The men and self rather than submitting it to to flow both ways. So when some and shower stall curtains that are
women will receive the same pay facilities because they just don't of that oil couldn't come back, it nonexistent, life is a daily struggle.
but with improved health ben- show up when we submit work went out onto the floor. The uni- "There is a general trend of'I hate
efits, thus increasing their take orders."
versity as well as the DEP was this place, it sucks' from the stuhome value.
Facilities has flubbed in re- alerted abotit the spill and proper dents. You can go online and find
The men and women who gards to Freddy Hall on more precautions were taken. The uni- some interesting facebook groups
service our university are thrilled than one occasion. One more versity underwent an investiga- if you're so inclined to do so,
to hear this. "They actually re- extreme mistake they made was tion to find out why it was never that hav~ to do with Freddy and
sponded with applause when they covering up a minor oil leak. Uni- reported. "It is Sodexho facilities' people who.live here," comments
found out," Bola claims, "They are versity security was notified one job to report things like this to Bukvich. One of these groups is
the least appreciated people we night by a parent of a Freddy-ite us. This is not a little thing to us," entitled, "We live in Freddy and
have on campus."
whose daughter had smelled the remarked Bola, ."We are under we F**ing hate it."
The least appreciated, maybe. pungent odor of oil fumes. When requirements by the state regulaFreddy hall seems to have
But to the students, they become security arrived, they confirmed tory agency to immediately report failed the test of time but hopean integral part of every campus the suspicion and tracked down anything like this. There is a big fully with a little bit ofTLC and a
life. The cleaning ladies and jani- where the smell was coming from. sign on that building that states lot of money from the university,
torial staff are friendly and jovial. When they reached the oil tanks, that any oil spill must be reported it will see better days.
According to RA Yamaira Rivera,
tion as he did among the faculty, cording to Carter, a qualified can"they are always working so hard
Without even a second interview, didate would be able to unite the
and it's great how they always CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Colman was denied the position colleges instead of allowing diftake time to get to know the stuAfter months of work, the of VPR at UNE and the search ferent colleges to conduct research
dents."
The switchover from So- committee narrowed their selec- committee was dissolved. Yund, in their own spectrums. Colleges
dexho to UNE employment took . tion down to three finalists, Da- Meng, and Turcato of the com- working in collaboration would
place on March 1st, and hopefully, vid Colman, Ronald Goldfarb, mittee were disheartened that be able to work at a faster pace
and Karel Schubert, who were all their work was for nothing, but and produce valuable research
it will be an improvement for all.
invited to campus in December it was assumed that the money, findings. The administration was
for interviews.
which would have been used to hoping to find a candidate that
David Colman, the commit- fund Colman, could then be used could not only meet this criterion,
tee's top choice, is currently the di- as start-up funding for beginning but would be able to handle fundrector of the Montreal Neurolog- researchers; a seemingly more ap- raising responsibilities as well.
ical Institute, a world-renowned propriate choice for an institution According to Carter, it was not
establishment for their research the size of UNE. This seemed that Colman and the two other
in neuroscience. The committee more appropriate, since VPR's candidates were not qualified in
was convinced that Colman had typically represent institutions their own respects, it was only
the ability to speak to the health who have 25-30 million dollars in they weren't the right people for
professions at UNE while attract- external grant support. UNE only the VPR position, which comes
ing much needed attention to the brings in around 4 million dollars with many responsibilities.
university as a research institute. per year.
Provost Carter mentioned a
He reportedly had a breadth of
When interviewed, Provost fourth candidate, Timothy Ford,
knowledge that could help people Jacque Carter stated that the who was reviewed on February
in many different fields of study, committee's job was only to make 8th, 2008 and was hired for the
and many young researchers at a "recommendation and not a de- position. Although most faculty
UNE were hoping that Colman cision." The process of hiring a felt that a VPR was not needed
would be a mentor to them in VPR candidate is not the same as to head the research institute, the
their own studies.
the process of hiring a professor administration proved adamant in
Yet, as stated earlier, Colman or faculty member; the decision is their desire to hire one, and Timseemingly did not have as strong ultimately President Ripich's and othy Ford was promptly hired for
of support among the administra- not the search committee's. Ac- the position.
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Endangered sea turtles come in from the cold at UNE's MARC
BY BECKYZWICKER
Contributor
The winters of New England
are known for their brutally cold
temperatures. Seasonal oceanic
visitors inhabiting the coastal waters during the summer know
when it's time to head south.
However, for some the journey
may have deadly consequences.
Off the coast of Cape Cod, MA
before the water temperatures
drop to 50 F it is crucial for the
sea turtles utilizing these waters
(presumably as summer foraging
grounds) to migrate south before
their cold-blooded bodies succumb to the frigid temperatures.
For many juvenile sea turtles this
task can prove to be difficult if not
impossible.
Scientists theorize that the
complex geography of the Cape
Cod land barrier "traps" these turtles when they attempt to swim
south to their native waters, for
some as far as the Gulf of Mexico.
Turtles unsuccessful at navigating the Cape, become stranded
in the bay. As the water temperatures plummet, so do their
body temperatures and the sea
turtles can become hypothermic
and enter into an almost lifeless
state known as cold-stunning. As
a result, their metabolic processes
slow to a lethal rate. Heart rate
may decreases to as low as 2 beats
per minute and muscle activities
are suspended. Unable to dive for
food or swim away from danger,
the turtles can do little other than
leave their fate to the wind and
tides.
If the current brings them to
shore, dedicated Audubon Society
volunteers collect the nearly dead
turtles and transport them to the
Audubon Society at Wellfleet Bay

UNE COMMUNICATIONS

SEA TURTLE: Nicknamed "Crush," this is one of the sea turtles recently taken in at the UNE MARC. Crush is recovering from a
condition known as cold-stunning (hypothermia).

to begin their long journey back to
health. From the Audubon Society, groups of turtles collected the
same day are transported to the
New England Aquarium in Boston, MA where they receive critical care at the Aquarium's Rescue
and Rehabilitation Department.
Fully equipped with an Intensive Care Unit, the New England
Aquarium provides medical care
for between twenty to more than
one hundred cold-stunned sea
turtles every fall and winter.
Upon arriving at the Aquarium, the skilled staff and volunteers warm the turtles slowly to
avoid shocking their systems.
Once warmed, secondary injuries and infections become apparent including: "frost-bite" like
injuries, pneumonia, dehydration,
malnutrition, bacterial/fungal infections, shell injuries, eye damage, loss of motion in the joints

due to swelling, lacerations and
bruising.
Gradual reintroduction to swimming and eating, as
well as medical treatments ranging from antibiotics, topical ointments, intravenous injections, and
"physical therapy" for joints, helps
the sea turtles return to a functioning body condition.
During busy years, the New
England Aquarium calls upon
other rehabilitation facilities to
help with the long rehabilitation process. Once the turtles are
stable enough to be transported,
some are either driven or flown
to rehabilitation centers along
the Eastern seaboard. Although
this winter was a "slow" year for
turtle strandings, necessary renovations made it impossible for the
Aquarium to keep the 16 turtles
that survived the cold-stunning
season. When approached to
take some of the turtles, the

staff and volunteers of UNE's
Marine Animal Rehabilitation
Center (MARC) were happy to
open their doors for eight of the
patients. On January 25, seven
Kemp's Ridley sea turtles and one
Green sea turtle arrived at UNE
to complete their rehabilitation
in the Pickus Sea Turtle Rehabilitation Room at MARC. UNE
MARC's facility is part of the
Northeast U.S. Atlantic region's
Sea Turtle Stranding and Salvage
Network, and is permitted to care
for these animals under the authority of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and NOAA Fisheries
Service.
Named by the Aquarium
after cartoon characters; Ursula,
Dory, Waldorf, Tigger, Gonzo, Boo-Boo, Scooby Doo and
Crush are ambassadors for their
wild populations. Both species
represented at MARC are cur-

rently listed as endangered under
the Federal Endangered Species
Act. Although federally protected in the U.S. and in several
other countries, threats to these
species persist. Human related
threats include incidental capture
in fishing gear and trawling nets,
urbanization and light pollution
on nesting beaches, and the harvesting of eggs and adults for food
and ornamental purposes. Their
endangered status makes it even
more crucial that MARC successfully rehabilitates these animals so that they can be released
back into the ocean to mature to
reproductive age and help restore
their decimated populations.
With diligent care from the volunteers, work-study students, and
staff, the eight turtles at MARC
are improving daily. While a few
are still healing from secondary
illnesses and stranding injuries,
the prognosis for all 8 turtles is
good. Work-study students and
volunteers work alongside the
staff and veterinarians to monitor
their health, provide medical care,
and make adjustments to their
feeds accordingly. The future of
these turtles is very promising and
plans to release them this summer
seems likely.
In addition to sea turtles,
MARC is currently caring for a
large number of harp and hooded
seals making it a very busy time
of year. If you are interested in
volunteering with animal care
duties or educational programs at
MARC, contact Anne Watson at
awatson@une.edu. If you are interested in learning more about
the sea turtles or the other animals
being rehabilitated, check them
out on MARC's website: http://
www.une.edu/ cas/ msc/rehab. asp.

Expansion and athletics excite UNE's Board ofTrustees
BY TYLER RAYMOND
Nor'easter Staff
The UNE Board of Trustees assembled on the Westbrook
College Campus for their winter
meeting on Friday and Saturday,
February 22nd and 23rd. The
event included committee meetings on Friday, a dinner reception
at the Art Gallery on Friday night,
and a Board-wide meeting Saturday morning. There was a general
sense of excitement and eagerness among Board members. This
enthusiasm was centered around
the development of several academi.:: buildings, the enrollment
and application growth, and the
improvements and progress of
UNE's varsity athletics within the
Commonwealth Coast Conference.
Students may be asking
themselves, "What does the
Board do?" "How am I affected
by the Board?" The answer is that
the Board focuses on providing
financial stability to the University, as well as assuring functional
dav-to-dav operations. As a re-

sult, their guidance and direction
has significant influence and impact on the lives of the students.
UNE's Board consists of various
dignitaries such as Dr. Robert
McAfee, past president of the
American Medical Association,
and Victor McKusick "Creator of
Mendelian Inheritance in Man."
It is also unique in that it has
alumni richly embedded in the
history of Westbrook College and
Saint Francis College, as well as
representation from two current
students.
The top issue faced by the
Facilities Committee was parking. Both campuses will be losing parking due to the construction of the School of Pharmacy
(Westbrook Campus) and Morgane Hall (University Campus),
each breaking ground this month.
Options to resolve limited parking were discussed, and will continue to be on the agenda for the
University. The University is also
focused on providing additional
housing, aiming at either the
Mill apartments and/or townhouse-stvle develooments in and

around campus. Lastly, like the
students, the Board was very concerned with campus aesthetics.
They approved the allocation of
funding to provide much needed
rehabilitation to Decary and Fredrick Halls. Decary Hall will see
a unity in its brick design, which
currently provides a smorgasbord
of brickwork mapping the various
phases of its construction.
UNE will also be converting
the security office on the University Campus into a new Welcome
Center. This center will serve as
the first stop for prospective students, visitors, and alumni. The
plan is to have two meeting rooms
with fireplaces and a deck. The
hope is that this center can also
be used for student functions in
the evening and provide a formal
atmosphere for the many receptions seen regularly on the third
floor of Alfond. Students are currently working with the President
to design a pathway leading from
this new Welcome Center to the
center of campus.
The Student Affairs Committee centered their attention

on the increased size of the student body. As of February 15th,
UNE had 3,495 students enrolled
in degree programs. This number
will be increasing next fall, as will
tuition.
Though enrollment is up,
students can be excited to hear
that selectivity is up as well. UNE
has accepted approximately 50%
of its applicants, which is partly
due to an increase in the number
of applications received. This is far
below the acceptance rate seen in
previous years. SAT scores have
increased for undergraduates and
the average GPA and MCAT for
incoming medical students have
increased to 3.62 and 9.42, respectively. There will be tripling
in Featherman Hall once again
next year, but this will alleviate
the tripling seen in the Freshman
Qyad. The belief is that Featherman Hall is better equipped to
meet these demands.
Lastly, as mentioned, the
Board was extremely excited
about the athletics at UNE and
the pursuit of expanding athletic
facilities. Thev were made aware

of the lack of space for both intramural and varsity athletics.
They were informed that
multiple varsity teams are competing for time in the gym and
that intramural sports are being
pushed back to 11:00 at night.
Sports are clearly becoming more
and more important to the university and its mission.
The average student-athlete
GPA is slightly above the GPA
of the remaining student body,
and 46% of student-athletes have
been named to the Dean's List.
UNE is actively seeking sources
for a synthetic turf multi-purpose
athletics field. Such a field would
help accommodate growth, offer
all weather playability, less maintenance, longevity, and enhanced
safety.
The Board meets again in
May. If students would like to receive more information or share
concerns and communicate with
the Board, they should contact
their representatives in their student government or contact the
Student Trustees directly.
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Career Services to host job fair at UNE
BY JEFF NEVERS
Contributor
Get ready to discover your
future! Career Services is hosting
a job fair, with a variety of employers eager to meet with you,
regardless of your major, year or
background at the Campus Center on April 2, from 10 a.m. to
1 p.m. This is your chance to explore job opportunities and possibilities without leaving campus.
Events like this don't come often
so take advantage of it.

Who should go?
You. Unless you win the lottery or are marrying into royalty,
chances are one day you'll need
a job. The sooner you learn the
skills, rules and strategies in applying for them, the better your
chances of finding one you will
want and deserve.
If you don't know what you
want to do with your life, then attending a job fair is also a must.
By learning what employers offer, you can get a better picture
of what you want to do after you
graduate or even for summer employment.
Even if the list of employers doesn't interest you, or you
have a clear vision of your career,
you should attend. You can learn
much by talking with employers about their fields, be it new
trends, products or technologies.
Get curious about the world.
Seek knowledge. Learn from
everyone you can. After all, personal growth is one reason you're
in college.
Why should I go?
A job fair gives you the
chance to meet informally with
employers on your turf, rather
than you having to seek them out.
At a fair you can ask questions,
learn about the latest changes in
your fields, and be exposed to the
professional nature required in

the working world. A fair allows
honest dialogue where you can
learn whether you'd fit an employer's needs.
Job fairs aren't just for graduating seniors. Underclassmen
should go so you know what to
expect and plan for as you progress in your college careers. It is
never too early to learn about
your career options or be exposed
to a world outside academics.
Also many employers participating are interested in summer
or part-time help. You never know
what employers are searching for
until you speak with them.
How do I prepare?
First, I recommend you attend my presentation on working
a job fair on Tuesday, March 25,
from 4:00 - 5:30 p.m. in Sutton
Lounge. Pizza and drinks will
be provided and I will give you
an overview of what you should
bring to the fair, as well as how to
prepare.
/
If you ~an't make it to the
presentation, your preparation
goals should be to have a polished resume, professional-looking clothes, and a thirty second
sales speech about who you are,
your employment goals, and your
skill set. Also, bring a pen, a note
pad ;md don't chew gum.
To make a great first impression, research the employers who
will be attending. Call me for a
list. Study their web sites. Read
media pieces about them. Then
rehearse what questions you may
ask them, and think about how
you can contribute to them.

What if the employers don't interest me?
You never know the kinds
of jobs employers have available.
Don't assume that just because a
company makes widgets that they
don't have cool jobs. Look at LL
Bean for example. Not everyone
there works in customer service
ringing up sales. They have prod-

uct testers, human resource specialists and copywriters, among
hundreds of other positions.
Simply because an employer
is known for one thing doesn't
mean that employer has only one
type of job.

YOUR OFF-CAMPUS
RESOURCE CENTER
FREE PUBLIC INTERNET ACCESS
FREE WIRELESS
ONLINE DATABASES

What should I expect?
Consider a visit with exhibitors as an introduction, not a job
interview. You will not walk out
of a job fair with a job. The hiring process can take weeks or
months. Rather, look at this as an
opportunity to network, practice
your approach, and learn how to
conduct yourself in a professional
setting. Employers are eager to
meet you and learn about you.
You won't have to take any tests;
you won't be pressured to sign any
dotted lines. Just show up in nice
clothes, show maturity, courtesy
and curiosity and you will enjoy
your experience.
What should I take away from
the fair?
First, congratulations for
those of you who will choose to
go, even if for only a few minutes.
You will have taken control of
your future, and discovered some
wants and needs in your upcoming career. You will take away a
better idea of your life after UNE
- without leaving campus.
You should also get some
business cards and literature
from employers who interest you.
Do your best to establish connections, and then follow up with
emails and phone calls. Perhaps a
quick trip to the Campus Center
will be the beginning of a journey
toward a rewarding and prosperous career.
If you have questions please
contact me at jnevers@une.edu,
602-2503 or stop by Career Services, 102 Decary, next to Sutton
Lounge.
Jeff Nevers is Recruiting
Specialist for Career Services.

THE LATEST FICTION AND NONFICTION
AUDIO BOOKS
MUSIC CDs OF ALL SORTS
MOVIES
MAGAZINES
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INTERLIBRARY LOAN

McARTHUR PUBLIC LIBRARY
270 Main Street
Biddeford, Maine 04005
284-4181
www.mcarthur.lib.me.us
Qyestions? email reference@mcarthur.lib.me.us
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UNE SECURITY BLOTTER
FEBRUARY13-MARCH11

Februaryl8
• Officer notified by Sodexho
worker of large amount of
water coming into an area
that was filled with expensive
computer equipment.

Marchi
• Manager stated that someone forced the soda machine
doors open and took a couple
of sodas.

March7
February19
• Officer observed a banned
student on the University
Campus.
• A South Hall student was
stuck in the elevator.
February24
• Two students were seen
drinking at the Marine Science Center.
Fcbruary28
• Officer was dispatched to
South Hall for a suspicous
smell. The complaint came
from students in the area.

• Officer found graffiti on
the sidewalk at second floor
main entrance to Marcil Hall
and the railing was broken
between Lot 10 and Lot 12.
• The main exterior door of
Featherman Hall was hit
with two eggs.

March to
• Security called by housekeeping advising that she had
been stuck by a glucose lance
while cleaning the trash at
the Saco Health Center.
-University ofNew England
Department ofSafety and Security

FLUSH AND PRESERVE: PAINTING SEAITLE
OPENING RECEPTION SAT MARCH 8 : 5-8PM

MUSIC
FRI MARCH 7
UNE OPEN MIC NIGHT @ 7PM
SAT APRIL 19
GARGOYLZ / JOSH MARCUS
BROWN BIRD @ 8PM

HOURS THURS-SAT NOON TO 6PM
AND BY APPOINTMENT
207 229 3560
41 FRANKLIN STREET • BIDDEFORD MAINE 04005
www.franklinstreetartspace.com
www.myspace.com/franklinstreetartspace

DOWNTOWN BIDDEFORD

FRANKLIN STREET ART SPACE
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Weird UNE: Swallowed up by the Saco Curse
BY TYLER GOWEN &
MANDYWERTMAN
Nor'easter Staff
UNE's position on the edge
of the Saco River is often a selling point for many new students
looking to find a college. The view
from many of the dormitories
looks out over the beautiful estuary that forms as the mouth of
the Saco meets with the ebb and
flow of the Atlantic tide. Freddy
Beach is a popular place for students to relax when the stresses
of school become too much, and
tranquility is often sought at the
sandy shore. Yet, however peaceful this gentle looking river seems,
local legends dating back to the
late 1600's tell a different story;
one of vengeance and pain.
This dreadful legend most
likely starts in the summer of
1675. It is said that in this summer rowdy sailors from an English ship disembarked from their
main vessel to tour the Saco River
by rowboat. It wasn't long before
they came across local indigenous
people of the Sokokis tribe, including a mother and son floating down the waters of the Saco

• I

in their canoe. During this time
it was a popular European belief
that Native Americans were born
with the instinct to swim,just like
any other wild creature. This belief was due to their tendency to
'doggy-paddle' as opposed to the
popular English breath stroke.
The English sailors attacked the
poor woman and her baby, Menewee, tossing the child into the
water to prove their myth, waiting for the child to doggy paddle
back to the boat. Many versions
of the legend then state that the
pregnant mother dove into the
river to save her drowning child,
but was unable to rescue her baby
from a watery death, peris:1ing
herself as well.
Unbeknownst to the murderous English crew they had just
murdered the son of the Sokokis
chief Chief Squandro was enraged by this needless murder
and reportedly forever cursed the
Saco River, stating that the river
would 'claim three lives a year
until all white men fled its banks.'
Yet the angry Chiefwas not ready
to absolve the murders with a
simple curse. Squandro may then
have single handedly started the

BETH MACGREGOR, NOR'EASTER NEWS

Weird UNE: Tyler Gowen (left) and Mandy Wertman (right) at the edge of the Saco River

Maine chapter of King Philip's
War, when he influenced a band
of Androscoggin natives to join
with him to fight the white Saco
settlers.
While the history of the incident and its involvement in the
war is rarely disputed, it is the

Spotlight on Anouar Majid

actual potency of the curse that
is often hard to swallow. UNE
students may have a particular!r
difficult time buying into this
curse, since the water that flows
by our campus seems so calm and
harmless. Yet, this river stretches
from the White Mountains in

Seniors should seek help
from Career Services-

BY DIANE GREEN
Nor'easter Staff

BY AMANDA SHELLENBERGER

For those of you who have
had the privilege of meeting Professor Anouar Majid, you very
well know that he is a man of
great intellect, is extremely charismatic, and is oozing with positive energy. Not only is he the
founding chair and professor of
the English Department here at
UNE, he is also a novelist and
scholar, the co-founder of the
Moroccan-American Magazine,
Tingis, he writes various opinionated articles for magazines
and newspapers, has been interviewed by numerous television
and radio programs, and has
four children ages 3, 6, 8, and 9.
Wow! It's amazing to consider
how much Professor Majid has
been--and is-involved in, as I
can barely keep up with my own
day-to-day tasks!
Professor Majid is originally from Morocco; a country in
North Africa. Life in Morocco,
for Anouar, was a happy one.
Unlike America, families are extended, and participate, together,
in various social activities. Although there is not much privacy
in a family of so many members,
families in Morocco are very
close.
Professor Majid first became
interested in literature and language at an early age. It was in
1983 that Anouar moved from

what you can do for them or how
it would be in their best interest
to hire you, so make sure you stick
With graduation coming out. Employers oftep get hunsoon, does the idea of a job search dreds of applications and if there
feel overwhelming? If so, then go is nothing to set you apart, your
visit Jeff Nevers. As a recruiting resume could fall to the bottom of
specialist in the Career Services the pile. Even after all the work
Center of Decary Hall, Nevers you put into making yourselflook
helps seniors prepare to search for good on your resume, you may
jobs after graduation. He teaches never even hear back from them.
skills on how to write a resume But even if you do get a rejection,
and cover letter and where to be- don't despair, every no is one step
gin to look for jobs. But he's not closer to a yes. Don't let a negagoing to find a job for you. That's tive answer deter your search. But
your job.
what if you're continuously getA graduate job search is vast- ting rejected or not hearing back
ly different then looking for a job at all? Try revisiting your resume
in retail or food services. To start, and cover letter. Reword things,
for a more professional job, you change emphasis or even try a
should start looking about 6-12 different format. Remember, your
months before you need a job. If resume is a personal advertiseyou want a job for graduation, it's ment.
best to start looking in August
Even if this sounds overor September. Even before you whelming, your job search is only
start thinking about a job start as stressful as you decide. Take
networking, as 70% of jobs are one step at a time by breaking it
obtained through personal con- down into smaller tasks. If you
tacts. It's all about who you know. break your job search into smaller
Make sure you look everywhere assignments, the whole idea of a
and ask questions. It's not a good job search won't seem so stressful.
idea to only rely on one way ofjob For example, decide every day that
searching like monster.com, since you will send out one resume. In
there are websites out there for this way, you don't have to stress
specific majors that has job post- thinking all your resumes have to
ings.
be out in one day. The only person
Both in real life and on your who decides how to go about your
resume, be sure to sell yourself job search is you.
Let a potential employer know
Please see CAREER, page 6
Nor'easter Staff

UNECOMMUNICATJONS

PROFESSORANOUAR MAJID: English Department Chair

his native country of Morocco to
the United States to continue his
education. He came to the United States in the hopes of making
movies and writing screenplays.
Interestingly enough, when Professor Majid was in college, he
was able to meet the director of
the Exorcist and the French Connection, William Friedkin, at a
private viewing of one of his films
in New York!
It was in his freshmen year
at the City College of New York
that Anouar's amazing writing
ability was originally noticed. His
professors encouraged him to

northeastern New Hampshire,
and travels over 134 miles of often-treacherous water, creating a
sizeable journey where anything
could happen before it arrives in
Biddeford. The Saco is also reportedly one of the most popular
Please see SACO, page 6

continue with, and focus on, his
writing. From his undergraduate studies, Professor Majid went
on to earn his Ph.D. at Syracuse
University in New York. He once
spent three years teaching literature and other courses at a maximum security prison part time
and during the summers. Majid
acknowledges that the first time
teaching there "was tough, but he
got used to it."
Professor Majid was first
drawn to UNE because of an interesting advertisement for a new
humanities professor.
Please see, MAJID, page 6
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

recreational rivers in the United
States, drawing anywhere from
3,000 to 7,000 to its banks each
summer. With this river being as
popular as it is, the possibility for
three white people to be victimized by the curse each year is certainly probable, but has the curse
held true?
Biddeford and Saco record
anywhere from 200 to 300 deaths
each year within the city, so tracking down river related deaths for
each town along the 134 mile
track for the last 333 years would
be nearly impossible. However,
recent local deaths are much easier to track down. The most recent
deaths involved two motorists
this passed January. The vehicle
was reportedly traveling over 50
mph when it careened through
a guardrail on the Pine Street
Bridge and plunged into frigid
water. The previous year a 15-year
old girl from Bonney Eagle High
School disappeared on November 8th after committing suicide
by leaping from a bridge into the
nearly freezing water. The earliest recorded death we could find
was published by the New York
Times in 1868, stating that 'five
men drowned when their boat
overturned at the mouth of the
Saco River' on June 20th. While
these are only a few reported local
deaths on the Saco, it seems conceivable that over the entire span
of the river from New Hampshire
to Biddeford at least three lives
could possibly be lost.
Though the story was born

COURTESY OF JOSEPH CITRO

SQUANDRO: Cartoon depicting ChiefSquandro after the death of his son.

in the 1600's, actual mention of
the curse didn't exist until the late
1880's during the Colonial Revival Period where it became popular to romanticize past events,
including that of Squandro's tale
200 years prior. Perhaps this could
mean that the curse is false, but
any local to the Biddeford Saco
area would stick by their belief
in the curse. While local belief in
the curse may be strong, it was reported by the Maine Sunday Telegram during the mid 1940's that
the curse was finally broken as a
year had passed without a single
death on the river. The headline
for this celebratory edition read,
"Saco River Outlives Curse ofln-

dian Chief"
Though the curse, if it ever
really existed in the first place,
was reportedly broken, local belief still holds strong. Whether
this myth is pure folklore or actually holds some truth is, as always,
up to the reader. But, to be on the
safe side, maybe the cool waters
of the Saco should be enjoyed after tourist season this year, hopefully Squandro and the river will
have had their fill by our return to
campus in September.
*Visit www.weirdune.blogspot.
com for more information as
well as updates on your Weird
UNE stories.

CRAVING A
BROWNIESUNDAE?
Cozy Atmosphere, Scenic Ocean Views, Superb Entrees, Reasonable Prices.

The advertisement described UNE
as interested in issues such as social justice, and as being situated
on the water (an alluring attribute
for Anouar). Professor M ajid was
also attracted to UNE because the
Dean of the Humanities Department at the time, Jacque Carter,
was progressive and intelligent.
Professor M ajid was hired
in 1991 as a professor for the
H umanities Department, but in
2000, he helped to form what is
now the English Department.
Professor Majid is very proud of
the structure of the department,
and feels it has been successful in
part because "we were not hampered by tradition." UNE's English Department not only focuses
on classical literature written by
English and American writers,
but extends itself to non-western
and non-traditional texts.
Professor Majid's most recent book was just published, A
Callfar Heresy: Why D issent is Vital to Islam and America, in 2007.
He has received much praise and
scholarly esteem for Heresy, and
has been asked to give numerous speeches and lectures on the
novel. A Call far Heresy, brings
into question the conflicts between America and the Islamic
culture, and how best to resolve
those issues. Professor Majid argues in his latest book that embracing dissent and revolutionary
ideas allows countries to move
in a progressive manner. Professor Majid's other books include
Freedom and Orthodoxy: Islam and

CAREER

Difference in the Post-Andalusian
Age, Unveiling Traditions: Postcolonial Islam in a Polycentric World,
and Si Yussef. Professor M ajid
also, in 2004, co-founded Tingis,
a Moroccan-American magazine
of ideas and culture. T ingis, once
published in the United States
and throughout the world, is now
available online, and can be found
at www.tingismagazine.com.
Professor Majid's works extend far beyond the realm of novels. Professor M ajid has written
articles that have been featured in
journals such as Cultural Critique,
Signs and in the Chronicle Review. Anouar has written opinion
pieces in regards to education and
the increase in college tuitions;
these articles have appeared in The
N ew York Times and the Chronicle
of H igher Education. Professor
M ajid's latest interview was with
Minnesota's 'All Things Considered' and Minnesota's local PBS.
In what spare time he is able
to find, Professor Majid is interested in reading literature concerned with the global situation.
He would like to someday, again,
focus his literary efforts on creative writing as he feels the "nuances of life cannot be captured
by scholarlywriting."When asked
if he might attempt to fulfill his
previous dream of writing screenplays for movies, Professor Majid flashed a bright grin, laughed
heartedly, and said, "Maybe!" For
now, I suppose, the world will just
have to be more than content with
his novels, articles, interviews, lectures, and classes.

tion is retiring meaning more jobs

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

will be opening for the younger

Some areas of the US are
better to apply in then others. Arizona, Colorado, and California
have booming job markets. On
the other hand, Ohio, Michigan,
and the New England area are not
hiring as much. That's not to say
you won't find a job or shouldn't
bother applying in these states, so
don't let this discourage you. There
are always jobs out there, you just
have to look for them. The up side
is that the baby boomer genera-

generations. Fortunately,JeffNevers has not yet seen jobs affected
by the recession. Many employers
seem to be still hiring normally.
Still not sure how to start?
Career services is having a job fair
for all types of career seekers. It
will be held April 2nd which is
a Wednesday from 10-1 in the
multipurpose rooms. For more
information, go visit Jeff Nevers
in Decary 102. He'll be happy to
help.

Two-For Tuesdays· 2 dinners for
CHOOSE FROM 8+.ENTREES.
Homemade Soups &Chowders, Award Winning Desserts, Spectacular Wine & Beer Selection, Take-Out

Visit our website at buffieheadsrestaurant.~om
122 HILLS BEACH RD., BIDDEFORD• 284-6000

ya

Open Daily Lunch 11 :30-2:00 • DINNER 5:00-8:30 Closed Mon. until Memorial Day

fll

ftTa

Perfect
Signs
•Banners
• Posters
Our signs will light your way!!
• Name Tags
•Photos
Denis Letellier • Vinyl Lettering
264 Guinea Road•Biddeford, ME 04005

(207) 282-1000

• Digital Graphics

perfectsigns@maine.rr.com eFull Design Service

ELLEN FAULlSE, NOR'EASTER NEWS

PHOTO OF THE MONTH: Isn't it time for spring?
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WHAT IS IT?

Do you enjoy reading Nor'easter News?
Are you interested in getting involved?
Nor'easter News is looking for highly motivated, hard-working
writer/reporters, advertising staff and photographers.

EXTRA! EXTRA!
Read all about it!

ELLEN FAULISE, NOR'EASTER NEWS

If you're interested send us an email to learn more at:
noreaster.editor@mail.une.edu

WIGGLEWEIGLE'~S BOOKS
New Books at Discount Prices!
Biddeford's very own independent bookstore
FREE Wifi! Offering coffee, tea or hot chocolate @ $ 7.25 a cup
Enjoy a warm atmosphere, great company, interesting art
and good music at 25 Alfred Street in Biddeford.
Bring this ad for an additional 25% off your next overstock book purchase.
Hours: Tues.-Sat. JOA-BP I Sunday 70-5P I closed Mondays

F.M.l 282-1212
Home of "In A Bind" Art Gallery and Studio - Anastasia Weigle, Artist

WHAT IS IT?: Can you identify the mystery object located on the University Campus? The answer will be published in the next issue of the N or'easter News!

Getting all dressed up for the
Spring Semi Formal?
Take the opportunity to get your picture taken with your
date or a group of friends .
Photo packages include:
2 4x6's for $3
2 5x7's for $5
4 Wallets for $2
1 8x10 for\$7

Or get a poster size of you and your friends for $10 !
Sponsored by the Photographers of Nor 'easter News.

Union House Ca e
great food ·/ ·1ncred1b[e coffee / espresso
beer & wine

OPEN
Tues-Wed 8am - 8pm
Thurs-Sat 8am - 10pm
art I poetry/ music/ community

2

Main Street North Dam Mi[[ Biddeford1 Me

207-571-8065
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UNE Men's Hockey finishes strong and looks forward to next season
BY RAMIN EDMOND
Nor'easter Staff
UNE Men's Ice Hockey
(3-11-2) has completed its first
season as a club team. The question now is; with a disappointing record, is the program ready
to make the leap to varsity as
planned for next year?
As a varsity team, the
Nor'easters would be in store for a
longer season with more physical,
faster and overall more talented
opponents than they have typically faced. This is the challenge that
lies ahead of them, though just by
playing this year, the program and
its players have already overcome
much adversity.
As a four-year varsity high
school hockey defenseman at La
Salle Academy in Rhode Island,
assistant captain Jason Santos
describes his hope as a college
underclassman for UNE to even
have a hockey team as being very
bleak. "My freshman and sophomore years I would go to the offices of the athletic director and
the head ofUNE club sports with
a couple other kids who are on the
team now," Santos described, "and
we'd ask them, 'hey do you think
we could ever have a hockey team
here?' and they w~uld basically
laugh at us saying they couldn't
fit it in their budget or that they

JOHN NASH, SPORTS WORLD PHOTOGRAPHY

HOCKEYTEAM: Dana Gobeil ofUNE goes for the puck against Boston College rivals.

didn't think it would be very popular at this school. I felt like they
didn't take us seriously."
Two years later, Santos'wishes
had come true. Under new Athletic Director Kim Allen, it was
announced that UNE was to have
a hockey program installed in the
fall of 2007. A rink was found for
games and practices in the Bid-

deford Ice Arena, a head coach
was hired in Brad Holt, and a roster was assembled with 24 UNE
students and recruits who had
varying backgrounds in the sport.
There were players who were the
captains of their high school's
varsity team, and there were players who couldn't make the second
line of their high school's junior

varsity team. Though their talents
were different, their aspirations for
the season were the same. "Before
the year started, I really thought
it was going to be a couple guys
that could play and a b:1nch of
guys that couldn't skate," Santos
explained, "but it wasn't."
Though the goal for the players and coaches were to win as

many games as they could, the goal
for the athletic department was for
the program to succeed by gaining
talent and popularity from students across campus. Both those
goals were certainly achieved. In
just its first season, UNE Men's
Ice Hockey averaged 250 fans per
game, more than any other team in
the school. This includes a contest
played on December 15th against
Endicott College in which the
game recorded over 500 attendees, which came dangerously close
to breaching the Arena's fire code
limit. "I knew we'd draw fans," said
Santos, "but I had no idea we'd
draw the types of crowds we did."
There was just one thing missing-wins. The talent was there in
many players such as Santos, fellow assistant captain and junior
defenseman Jon Moriarty, sophomore and captain Dana Gobeil at
forward, and freshman goalie and
assistant captain Mike Roper who
has unanimously been dubbed the
team's season MVP. Roper, who
was recruited from Nova Scotia in
late August, averaged just below 40
saves over the coarse of 15 games.
This magnificent feat included
four performances in which he recorded over 50 saves, and a game in late October in which Roper
turned away 60 shots against then
undefeated Bryant University.
. Please see HOCKEY, page 10

UNE Men's Lacrosse looks to start off on the right foot
BY JOHN-MICHAEL CASCIO
Nor'easter Staff
As we all know, or at least
hope, the snow is melting and the
days are starting to get longer and
warmer. With the winter months
coming to an end, the fields start
to clear off and soften up, and the
UNE Men's Lacrosse team starts
to dust off their equipment and
prepare for another season.
"It's very exciting when you
just start to think about having
the chance to finally get out there
and play again and see how the
team is looking," said co-captain
Paris Mansmann. "You never
know what to expect in the first
practice so you are mixed with excitement and nerves and it's the
adrenaline and love of the sport
that makes you want to play more
than anything."
Last season the Nor'easters
finished with a 2-12 record and
hope to improve on that greatly.
Returning players such as attack
men Dan Leyden and co-captain
Jon Ebert look to jump start the
offense, while long-stick midfielder Mike Sagaert and defender
Mansmann look to protect goalie
Andrew Briggs in his first starting year in between the pipes.
This season the Nor'easters
have a tremendous incoming

CURT SMYTH

MEN'S LACROSSE: Sophomore, Mike Sagaert at season opener against Thomas College. The Nor'easters won 19-4.

freshman class and there have
been a number of recruits that
joined the squad this year and
everyone is hoping they can help
with the success of the program.

Five of these 14 freshmen, Steve
Smith, Billy Davis, Jason Marks,
Luke Difiore, and Chad DeLuca,
are standouts according to Coach
Hunt and are expected to make

an "immediate impact."
"This is the best freshmen
recruiting class in the past three
years I have been here," said Leyden. "We are all hoping that their

numbers and skill can help us pull
off a winning record this season."
The Nor'easter lacrosse team
is looking at a 16 game schedule this season while exactly half
of those games are on the road,
not including playoffs. With the
joining of Western New England
College into the league we will
see how the Nor'easters can stand
up to a new team that hild the
schools most successful season in
2007 finishing with a record of
17-1.
"I feel that adding Western
New England in our conference
is a huge step for us as well as the
CCC," said junior Evan Xanthos.
"Their addition turns us into one
of the elite conferences in division
three lacrosse and playing teams
such as them is only going to
make us better in the end."
The Nor'easters started out on
the right foot in their first game
of the season, back on Tuesday
March 4, against Thomas College winning 19-4. The Terriers
scored first in the second quarter
but before they knew it UNE had
come back making it 4-1 at halftime. After the break, UNE kept
shoveling it on by scoring 17 unanswered goals.
"It was very, very nice," said
senior midfielder Chris McCauley.
Please see LACROSSE, page 10
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Winter sports in review: UNE shaping up to be a prominant force in CCC
BY TRAVIS DEABAY
&ALEXDEVOE
Nor'easter Staff
This has been an eventful
year for the UNE winter athletic
programs. The teams experienced
some hard-earned victories as
well as some upsetting defeats,
but the strong fan support kept
spirits high.
Hockey: The newest program at UNE, the Men's Hockey
Team experienced a thrilling first
season. Coach Brad Holt was very
pleased with how the season progressed. The team started slowly
but came back strong after winter
break with some extra work over
the vacation and the addition of
some additional recruits. One
key addition after the break was
Grant Gosselin who finished the
season with a team high 11 goals.
The team finished the season with
3 wins, 11 losses and 2 ties. Next
season they will play a mixed
schedule of half club-half Division III teams in preparation for
the 09-10 season in which they
will play their first full season of
Division III hockey. Overall, it
has been a great first year for the
team and fans which came out to
support the team.
Men's Basketball: Predicted
to finish 11th in pre-season polls
tqe J\;l~n·~. BaskeJ),all Team surprised many when they finished

EMELINE EMERY, NOR'EASTER NEWS

MEN'S BASKETBAIL: Senior forward, Isaac Stickney goes up for the shot against Colby Sawyer.

the season in 3rd place. First year
head coach Jason Mulligan was
very excited with how the season
progressed. The team tripled its
win total from last year (15). Injuries plagued the team all season,
never allowing it to practice with
ten players. Next year the team
will look to increase the number
of recruits to help with that, and

will especially be targeting some
post players due to the loss of
Isaac Stickney to graduation. They
will return the other four starters
from this year, as they make a run
at the conference championship.
Women's Basketball: Under a new coach, Anthony Ewing
and a new system, the Women's
Basketball Team experienced a

season of ups and downs. The
team started the year 0-3 before
winning 5 straight. Finishing the
season with a 13-13 record and in
7th place in the TCCC they will
look to improve next year with a
good mix of seniors and returning sophomores including captain
Alli Gamache who led the team
in scoring. The team will also look

forward to a strong recruiting
class as it heads into its second
season under Ewing.
Volleyball: This has been one
of the best seasons for the Women's Volleyball Team since entering the CCC. Led by the TCCC
Player of the Year, Alex Toregas,
the Nor'easters knocked off first
place Colby Sawyer. With this
they had taken over first place,
unfortunately Toregas was lost
to injury in the match. The team
finished its season with 11 wins
and 13 losses. Only losing two seniors to graduation, Coach Karol
L'Heureux looks to pick up where
they left off after the Colby Sawyer match up.
Swimming: The Woman's
Swim Team had a record setting
season with 11 victories. Led by
Coach Kate Roy, the team also
finished 11th of 20 teams at
New England's. Ali Wagner led
the team finishing in the top six
in three different events at New
England's. Only losing two seniors this year, the team looks to
only improve as it head into the
08-09 season.
Overall the teams finished
strong. There are still plenty of
returning athletes next year, providing hope for a solid 08-09 season. With all the fresh changes
brought to the winter athletic
programs, UNE sports fans have
a lot to look forward to next year.

Dance Team prove to be fierce competitors Tennis making a comeback
BY SCOTTTRESSELT
Nor'easter Staff

BY SCOTTTRESSELT
Nor'easter Staff

On Friday, January 1, 2008
the UNE Dance Team traveled to
New York City, to compete in the
"Keeping the Rhythm," put on
by the Knicks City Dancers. On
i:he way down they encountered
appalling weather and ended up
driving for several hours just to
reach Southern Connecticut. The
team then had a day to prepare
before the competition, which
took place on Sunday.
When Sunday morning came
i:he team finally went into the city
to compete at 2 o'clock in the afternoon in front ofjudges.Jennin
Morgan had this to say, "To see all
the other dance teams performing
was really inspiring. We had a fun
time preparing for the competition and being able to perform
in New York City was amazing".
Co-captain, Brittany Palms was
also impressed with the competition, "It was also inspiring to see
the Knicks perform themselves.
They're the pros of this business
and it gave us something to aspire
too."
Although they did not place,
the team was very excited to compete. Bob Pinetta, faculty advisor
for the team said, "It was the best
I have ever seen the team perform.
Their timing was excellent and
they looked sharp. The team that
won had done a dance video with
Missy Elliot, how can you win

How would you feel if a tennis program was being put into
action at the University of New
England? Such a program is, in
fact, on the verge of existence with
the beginning of the tennis club.
Some brief goals of the club are to
generate a general interest of tennis in students and faculty, and to
hopefully one day soon compete
in intercollegiate play through the
United States Tennis Association
(USTA) College Club tennis
league. As of right now the club is
in the beginning stages, but hopes
to get recognized by the USTA
possibly getting a grant so they
can get equipment and give out
prizes for winners of such tournaments as the Rodger, Steffi and
the Mahoney. The founders of the
club are Dora Clements and Kenney Dao. Clements is currently a
sophomore political science major and has been playing tennis
for roughly 15 years. In that time
she has played on a competitive
junior tennis team as well as a
Western Maine champion high
school team. Her senior year in
high school she was named to the
Southern Maine Athletic Association All Stars team as well as
the All Academic team. While
in college, Clements has continued to play tennis in various local
tournaments.
You may, or may not have

EMELINE EMERY NOR'EASTER NEWS

DANCE TEAM: UNE Dance Team performing at a recent basketball game at the
Campus Center.

with that kind of talent. "The girls
performed well and had to learn a
choreographed dance made up by
one of the Knicks City Dancers.
Kira Keough said, "It was a tough
dance but fun to learn, and even
more fun to perform." Keough
has been on the team for three
years and is also looking forward
to nationals.

The girls are planning to go down
to nationals in April where they
will perform against top-notch
schools from all around the country. "I am ridiculously excited for
nationals," said Palm, "the team
had a hard work schedule over
the course of three weeks for the
Knicks competition, and I think
Please see DANCE, page 10

heard about the three tournaments
Rodger, Steffi and the Mahoney,
in any event, they have become a
breeding ground for enthusiastic
tennis play among student, staff
and faculty both men and women
alike. The Mahoney, which takes
place in the spring annually, is in
its second year where the Rodger
and Steffi took place this fall with
the hope of becomihg an annual
event as well.
The Mahoney, which is
named after Joe Mahoney, an
English professor here at UNE
produced one victor, David Sandmire, as the winner. The field was
between 32 men and women competing against each other and was
slowly whittled away to two. Unfortunately Sandmire who won in
straight sets last year is not competing this year due to an injury he
received while playing basketball
on a cruise. When asked about a
possible winner this spring Sandmire said, "Brain Duff seems to
be doing pretty good, if he makes
it to the final I'll go watch him .
play." The two friendly competitors have played in the semi-finals
in several school run tournaments
both times with Sandmire winning. Sandmire also said he would
like to see more students from
the University Campus compete
stating that "most of the students
competing are from the medical
school."
Earlier this school year, two
Please see TENNIS, page 10
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Although the team had a
legitimate candidate for UNE's
male athlete of the year award
as their goalie, and more fans at
home than any other UNE team,
it wasn't enough.
Bymid-Januarythe team had
succumbed to a dismal record of
0-9-1. The team was distraught,
but with over a month left in the
season including five home games,
UNE Ice Hockey needed to find
a way to win.
With freshman defenseman
Grant Gosselin transferring to
UNE in early January and signing up with the team, there was
a new look. After their ninth loss
of the season, which Gosselin had
scored a goal in; the team faced

TENNIS

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

tournaments the Steffi and the
Rodger took place. The Steffi,
which is named after Steffi Graph
and is exclusive to women, has yet
to produce a winner. The Rodger, which is named after Rodger
Federer and exclusive to men, also
took place in conjunction with the
Steffi. David Sandmire also won
this tournament in straight sets.
The Tennis club hopes to capitalize on this over whelming enthusiasm for tennis over the last two
years, and will hopefully become a
varsity sport once again.
You may have wondered why

Birdgewater State College on the
road. 19 minutes through the first
period, the Nor'easters were already down 2 goals to none, but
that is when sophomore forward
Jason Battle scored to end the period, cutting UNE's deficit in half.
UNE would then tie the game in
the second period on a goal by
senior forward Chris McCauley.
They would hold off Bridgewater through the third period and
overtime to mount the comeback.
This would change the momentum of the season.
In the remaining five games,
four of which were at home, the
team would win its first and only
three games of the season, including a 9-1 on the road blow out of
Saint Joseph's College in Maine,
and a 6-1 win against Daniel
Webster College at home to end

the year. Gosselin would finish out the year by scoring 11 of
the team's 40 goals in just seven
games.
Next year, the two statistical
leaders in Roper and Gosselin will
be returning to the team. Many
strong returning players include
Seniors Jason Santos and Chris
McCauley, Juniors Jon Moriarty,
Jon Duhaime, and Dave Ellis,
Sophomores Dana Gobeil, and
Jason Battle, and freshmen Travis
Pease, Billy Davis, and Taz Frase.
The group is excited to add nearly a half dozen recruits who the
team is anticipating to have great
seasons. UNE Men's Ice Hockey
looks to have a strong and more
competitive unit next year as a
varsity team.

one of the tournaments was even
named after an English professor. Well Joe Mahoney, who will
be retiring after this semester,
was once the University of New
England's head coach of the tennis team. Mahoney had this to say
about the team, "I don't know why
they ever took tennis out of the
varsity sport program." Mahoney,
who has been a faculty member
for 40 years has played a major
role in the development of this
campus and has seen many things
change. When he was coach the
team played in the Small College
Conference and did nothing but
dominate, "one year in singles and
doubles categories our guys ended

up playing each other for first and
second place," said Mahoney. Mahoney who practically funded the
team was very proud of their accomplishments and still keeps in
touch with many of his players.
The club also hopes to find
a place on campus to build tennis courts. While there are courts
locally in either direction on route
nine Mahoney, Duff, and Sandmire, all agree that a campus this
size should have at least one court.
The only question is where could
it possibly fit?
If you feel like joining the
Tennis Club contact Dora Clement or Kenny Dao.

LACROSSE

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

"All the hard work we have been
putting in showed in that game
and we just want to keep momentum for our upcoming games."
Scoring eight of the 19 goals
for the Nor'easters was Leyden
and Difiore. Leyden also tallied

DANCE

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

we really surprised ourselves by
how well we did. I also believe
that, taking a routine we already
know, we're going to surprise ourselves again at the nationals." Pinetta who has been an avid supporter of the girls is also going
down to Florida and had this to
say, "The competitors and judges
won't know what hit them. There
are going to be a ton of dance
teams which all they do is dance
and little miss UNE is going to

up the score sheet with four assists giving him a career singlegame high of eight points.
The Nor'easter schedule can
be found on the school's athletic
website along with other articles
and the roster. Make sure to check
the site daily and I hope to see everyone out at a game or two.
steal the show." Although basketball games are over with, the
team is still practicing wherever
they can find time and hope to
do their performance at "Keeping
the Rhythm."
The dance team is also holding some fundraisers later on in
the year, which include a bottle
drive on the 30th of March, and
a pancake breakfast, that will be
held at Applebee's on the 20th
of April. The team hopes to raise
enough money for up-coming
competitions for years to come.

U.S. Senator Susan Collins (R-ME)
will be coming to UNE
Thursday, March 20, 2008 at 5 p.m.
St. Francis Room of Ketchum Library

Senator Collins will be addressing healthcare and Congress' current
undertakings towards improving the American healthcare system.
•

l

Afterwards, she will be taking questions from the audience.

I

The James Montgomery Blues Band
WHHL APPEAL 2008
James Montgomery
www.jamesmontgomery.com

In a festive benefit for the
Community Bicycle Center

Tickets $12.50

www. comm unitybi ke. net,
master blues harmonica player
James Montgomery is bringing his
razor-sharp band to Maine.
Singer/songwriter Bruce Marshall will open.

On sale now at the
City Theater box office,
205 Main Street, Biddeford
or call 207-282-0849
Afestive benefit for the
Community Bicycle Center
www.communitybike.net
e Biddeford Savings
A w/w/,e,1uR.n"1UAi:uJ,r,

<.!._...;
PeoplesChoice
CREDIT U NION

Bruce Marshall
www.brucemarshall.net

Biddeford's
Citv Theater
Fridav, April 4, 2008
8:00 pm

Journal
Tribune
I
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Biddeford art centered around Franklin Street
BY KATIE DUNBAR
Nor'easter Staff
The Biddeford art scene centers around the Franklin Street Art
Space - a means through which
music, sculpture, and paintings
are made available to the public.
Open Thursday through Saturday
from noon till six, the Art Space
has a lot to offer Biddeford residents and UNE students who appreciate contemporary works of
art.
Originally built in 1922,
the building became the Union
Hall for local mill workers in the
1940's. It became the Art Space
in 2005 when owners and operators Tammy Ackerman and Russell Persson bought it and put it
through rigorous renovations.
Ackerman, a graphic designer,
leads the art part of the gallery
and Persson directs the music at
the Art Space.
"We're the first contemporary
art gallery that is strictly a gallery," said Ackerman, comparing
the Art Space with other galleries
that are primarily coffee shops or
cafes. The Art Space is one of the
few places people can go to just
see the art. It is also one of "the
only performing arts space other
than City Theatre."
In addition to monthly exhibits, the gallery frequently hosts

musical events and more. This
month, the Art Space was proud
to host the Southern Maine
Open Mic Night previously held
on UNE's University Campus.
The gallery also takes part in the
monthly Art Walk through Biddeford the last Thursday of each
month.
The Art Space targets original artists and musicians. With
contemporary art and acoustic
music, as well as indie and alternative music, the Art Space
maintains a desirable atmosphere.
When asked where they find the
artists and musicians, Ackerman
responded that it is actually the
artists who find them. With the
Art Space booked through November, this is clearly working
rather well.
The current artistic exhibit
is work by Michael Pomerleau, a
painter and sculptor. The pieces
on display are abstract, using
paint and wax in concert to create spectacular displays of emotion. Writing splashed across
some pieces gives some insight
to Pomerleau's work, such as "We
used to get together every Fourth
of July," which displays the artist
and his two brothers, colorfully illustrated through bold strokes.
Next month, the gallery will
have the work of Bear Kirkpatrick
and Celeste Lambert, two local

YAMAIRA RIVERA, NOR'EASTER NEWS

ART SPACE: Front window of the Franklin Street Art Space located in downtown Biddeford.

artists from Kittery, Maine. Their
photographs and Intaglio/Woodcut Prints will be on display for
the entire month, with an opening reception on Friday, April 11
from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. On April
19, the Art Space will also be host
to three local musicians on one
night-Kelly Nesbitt, the Gar-

goylz,Josh Marcus.
Students are invited to "come
downtown and be a part of it!"
said Persson. Both Ackerman
and Persson want to strengthen
the connection between downtown Biddeford and UNE, and
encourage suggestions of what
people would like to see at the Art

Space.
Easily recognizable with
its florescent orange exterior,
the Franklin Street Art Space is
one of a kind. With a quick trip
downtown, you can experience it
yourself, or find out !Dore byvisiting www.franklinstreetartspace.
com or by calling 207-229-3560.

Restaurant review: Mia's at Pepperell Square Sharing words and wisdom
BY JOHN DUMONT
Nor'easter Staff
Mia's at Pepperell Square is
a superb restaurant in Saco with
convenient access from downtown Biddeford. Mia's, unlike the
other restaurants I've critiqued, is
a four-star restaurant, so dressy
attire is recommended.
The dining area is a single,
small room. It is nicely decorated,
with tranquil photographs of natural scenes decorating the walls.
The tables are decorated with
candles and gold-colored salt and
peppershakers. Surprisingly, the
kitchen is open and visible from
the eating area. While waiting
for food, I could watch the chefs
cook.
The atmosphere in the dining
area is ideal for a relaxing meal.
The lights are turned dim, but
not too dark. The music is loud
enough to fill the room, yet soft
enough to allow a quiet conversation.
They open for dinner at 5:30
p.m., the same time I had a reservation. I was the first customer for
dinner, but the dining area filled
quickly, so I suggest making a reservation.
The bathrooms at Mia's
are clean and presentable. The
women's room has a picture of

YAMAIRA RIVERA, NOR'EASTER NEWS

MIA'S: Front entrance to Mia's

Marilyn Monroe on the door. The
men's room has a picture ofJames
Dean.
The menu is a single sheet
of paper. The items on the menu
have numbers on them but lack
a dollar sign, which goes to show
how chic Mia's really is.
After much debate as to
whether I should order the Lobster and Ravioli or the Catch of
the Day, I finally settled on the
latter. The Catch of the Day was
grilled swordfish on pak choy,
house-made bacon, and Pommes
Anna potatoes, covered in a roasted red pepper salsa. This plate was
$24.

The service was quick; I had
my plate in front of me before
getting antsy. What stood before me was an almost tower-like
structure of food. The cube of
swordfish was small and stacked
vertically on top of the pak choy,
bacon, and Pommes Anna potatoes. The roasted red pepper salsa
was thick, and it sat on top of the
swordfish cube. The tower of food
was surrounded with garnish.
There was not much food, but
what it lacked in quantity it made
up in quality.
The swordfish was amazing.
It was impossibly tender, almost
melting in my mouth. It tasted
as if it had been cooked in butter.
The red pepper salsa was flavorful without being overwhelming.
It provided a perfect balance with
the gentle flavor of the swordfish.
The Pommes Anna potatoes were
green in color, and they were firm
but not crunchy, and wet without being soggy. They were really
quite amazing. The pak choy and
house-made bacon also provided
a delicious contrast to the other
flavors in the dish.
Mia's at Pepperell Square is
an excellent, classy restaurant for
any food connoisseur, and I would
highly recommend you try it.

BY JAMIETHOMPSON
Nor'easter Staff
In the dark, bitter depths of
winter, many of us relish the times
we spend curled up under the
blankets with a good book. It is
a comfort to escape into a different world, forgetting the frustrations of a Maine winter. So when
spring finally comes around, we
are compelled to close the books
and get outside.
On March 6, however, the
Maine Women Writers Collection (MWWC) in the library of
the Westbrook campus invited the
public to venture out and enjoy
and few good books. The Spring
Author Series will take place
from March to May, featuring
lectures by five female writers on
topics as diverse as a nineteenth
century murder in Maine to the
plight of independent American
businesses.
The authors will read from
and discuss their latest works in
the Sarton Room of the MWWC,
a light, airy space with dramatically high ceilings. It is an ideal
venue for what will continue to
be a fascinating event.
Kicking off the series was the
university's own Elizabeth DeWolfe, PhD., associate professor and
chair of the History Department.

Her recently published book, The
Murder of Mary Bean and Other
Stories, was the subject of her
talk, which took place on March
6 at 7 pm.
DeWolfe's book and lecture
center on the death of Mary Bean
in 1850, also known as Berengera
Caswell, a Saco factory girl.
Caswell's death was caused by a
botched abortion, and as newspapers across the country heard the
story the events became sensationalized.
DeWolfe's talk focused on the
challenges women had to face in
the 1800's, which she believes are
still important issues today, such
as "questions about women in the
work force, the role (good and
bad) of technology, the negative
aspects of unchecked economic
growth, and access to safe medical care." The parallels between
the nineteenth century and today
offer a unique perspective on the
issues that affect both women and
men.
"The MWWC Author Series
is important in providing a venue
for authors to share their work
and to get feedback on their writing and ideas from the audience.
The series also provides an ideal,
intimate venue for the audience
to meet and become acquainted
Please see WRITERS, page 12
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New exhibition showcases
faculty talent

Zephyr celebrates creative expression at UNE
BY JAMIE THOMPSON
Nor'easter Staff

BY JAMIE THOMPSON
Nor'easter Staff
Opening April 8, the Faculty Art Exhibition at the UNE
Art Gallery will prove that our
art faculty is not only inspiring
professors, but also accomplished
artists. The exhibition will feature
- the works of about ten faculty
members. Even though the artworks to be included are varied in
execution and appearance, they all
display a common passion.
This exhibition is unique for
the Art Gallery as it is comprised
only of works created by members
of the UNE community. "Other
exhibitions sometimes focus on
themes that are relevant to university departments and colleges,"
says Anne Zill, director of the Art
Gallery.
"But because the Art Gallery
is one of the public faces ofUNE,
our mission is also to mount
shows of wide interest and high
quality to the larger community
of which we are a part. The faculty
- show is a change to celebrate our
own, which is never a mistake."
'Iii.at is certainly true, given the
depth of creativity to be found in
the Art Department. Matthew
Peinado, an adjunct professor
who teaches painting, recognizes
that "Although we are a small
department, the faculty brings a
lot of experience, creativity, and
dedication that is evident in each
artist's work."
Zill agrees stating, "We can
be proud" that our faculty is "artists of the very first rank." This
exhibition is an opportunity for
all in the UNE community and
beyond to realize just how fortu~
nate we are to have such a skillful
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with the writing of authors wellknown and those who are lesswell known,"DeWolfe says.
The other featured authors
include Stacy Mitchell, Monica

group of artists teaching here.
It is not often that students '
Many creative co-eds dream
are able to see their professors' of seeing their story, poem, or
works outside of the classroom. original work of art published. For
The faculty exhibition will allow UNE students - and its faculty,
students to gain a new under- staff, and alumni - that dream can
standing and respect for the ef- become reality. Zephyr, named for
forts of their teachers. As Peinado the Greek god of the west wind,
states, "an exhibition is one of is the university's journal of crethose valuable times that artists, ative expression, currently in its
patrons, aficionados, students, ninth year of celebrating the arts
teachers can get together and feel at UNE. The student-run journal
like a larger community."
is published every May, featuring
For the faculty members written and visual art contributed
showing work, however, the exhi- by members of the UNE commubition is not just an opportunity nity.
to share their art with the comZephyr's Editorial Board, asmunity. It is also a testament to sisted by a faculty adviser, calls for
the almost symbiotic relationship submission in the fall semester,
that occurs when art and teaching and spends the spring semester
come together.
reviewing a myriad of submis"In order to teach my stu- sions, from prose to poetry, phodents how to paint, I have to tography to painting. The best
reinforce their creative spirit by work is selected for publication,
breaking down the creative pro- and then the editor in chief crecess into teachable moments," ates the final manuscript to be
says Peinado. "The whole process sent to the printers.
of teaching eventually helps me
The result is a compelling
bring clarity to my ideas. The bet- mix of words and imagery that
ter my ideas are, the stronger the demonstrate the university's apwork becomes."
preciation for the liberal arts and
Phil Stevens, an adjunct professor who teaches printmaking,
has a similar perspective. "I am
very grateful for the opportunity
to teach at UNE. I enjoy working
with the students and am always
3
amazed at the work they create,"
he says. "Teaching has significantly improved my ability to get
2
outside of myself and thus better
see my work."
The exhibition will run until
April 27. For more information
about this or other shows, visit
the Art Gallery website at www.
4
9
une.edu/artgallery/ or contact the
director at 207-221-4499.
Wood, Jenny Siler, and Martha
Tod Dudman. All of the lectures
are free and open to the public.
For a complete detailed schedule
and more information, contact
Curator Cally Gurley at 207221-4324 and visit http://www.
une.edu/mwwc.

Do you want to advertise
with Nor'easter News?

humanities. Faculty adviser Susan
McHugh, PhD. explains, "The
discussions I have with the journal's hardworking undergraduate volunteers help me to realize
some of the potential for teaching
at a university that values the liberal arts."
McHugh has even taken to
using past issues of Zephyr in her
English composition courses, underscoring the importance of the
arts in any university education.
"It has proven quite successful as a
way of getting students meaningfully engaged in literary analysis,"
McHugh says. "A few of these
students later elect to serve on the
Editorial Board, and many more
submit and publish their work in
the journal," she adds.
As the current Editor in
Chief, Emma Bouthillette understands the importance of
raising awareness of the journal.
''A lot of people on campus have
no idea what Zephyr is, and that
leads to a challenge for collecting submissions," she explains.
Both McHugh and Bouthillette
agree that Zephyr is a vital part
ofUNE, one that should be more
recognizable to students and oth-

er members of the community.
"Because Zephyr is open to
submissions from students, faculty, staff, alumni, and even family members of all these groups,
it provides the only forum for
artistic expression that serves the
entire university community,"
McHugh states.
For writers and artists, it is
a fulfilling and enriching experience to share that work with others. Also, serving as a member of
the Editorial Board, or submitting to and publishing work in the
journal are impressive additions
to any resume.
"Some people don't submit
to Zephyr because they don't
know what it is. Others don't
submit because they are nervous,"
Bouthillette says. "Never be afraid
to submit your work to Zephyr,
and if it is accepted, by May you
will get to see your very own work
published in a book and that is
very rewarding."
For more information about
getting involved with Zephyr, or
if you are interested in submitting
work, visit www.une.edu/zeph}:'.f,
or contact Susan McHugh ay mchugh@une.edu.
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Change I can belleve in
BY DIANE GREEN

noreaster.editor@mail.une.edu
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I was born into the ridiculousness of the Regan 'legacy',
and I stand today enveloped in
the atrocities of the Bush Administration. The politicians of my
lifetime have, for the most part,
been of the same thread: rich,
corporate-minded, senseless, and
frankly, old. Generations of the
past are leading us into a future
of which they will have no part
of. This detachment permits the
Bush Administration, in particular, to live for the present, with
an utter disregard for the future
well-being of this country, and of
the world. It's about time someone was elected who will live to
see the future they help to shape.
In the presidential election of 2004, I was just of a legal voting age. I was excited to
finally be part of the democratic
legacy, and went, with gusto, to
the polls to cast my vote for John
Kerry. John Kerry is intelligent,
well-spoken, and overall, was a
fine candidate for president. Although I was certain John Kerry
would make a far better president
than George Bush, I wasn't really voting for John Kerry; I was
voting against George Bush. I
wasn't overwhelmed, invigorated,
or even joyous about John Kerry

as I now feel about presidential
hopeful, Barack Obama. Barack
Obama has instilled in me something I never thought any politician would ever be able to do:
hope, trust, and faith. I sometimes
even find myself forgetting that
he is-indeed-a politician as he
is brutally honest, forthright, and
realistic.
Obama is often criticized
by his democratic rival, Hillary
Clinton, as being inexperienced
and quixotic. His contenders feel
that voters should not ally themselves with Obama based on his
speeches alone. Obama's arguably
strongest attribute is his ability to
possess a room of people, driving
them to tears and cheers, with
only words. To me, his seemingly
innate ability to woo a crowd is, by
far, what makes him most qualified as Commander in Chief. A
president's job is to, yes, maintain
the country, but a president must
also be able to convince Congress,
World leaders, and even enemies
to follow his or her cause. When
I think of the people who have
changed and shaped this world
for the better, I can only think of
great speakers such as Martin Luther King, Gandhi, Julius Cesar,
Marcus Tullius Cicero-to name
a few. It was their amazing ability
to capture the attention of people,
to instill a change in attitude,

perception, and will. The perfect
presidential candidate will be
able to effectively speak to allies
and enemies alike, has reasonable,
obtainable goals, and embodies
the desires American people have
for peace, adequate healthcare, a
strengthened economy, and an access to the pursuit of happiness.
I follow politics religiously;
obtaining any information I can
in an attempt to make sense of
this world we live in. I follow
politicians because, unfortunately,
they are the deciders, the rulers of
society, if you will. Up until now, I
have been dismayed by how these
'rulers' have chosen to use their
influence only to obtain great
fortunes and misplaced power.
However, when I first heard Barack Obama's keynote address to
the 2004 Democratic National
Convention, I realized that it is
possible for a politician to actually be working for the people.
This year, I went to my very
first caucus here in Biddeford. I
was excited; to say the least, just
to be there. I even did something
I told myself I would never do-I
changed political parties from
'other' to 'democratic' just to vote
in the primary. I waited through
three hours of seemingly the same
speeches, paced aimlessly around
just for the cpportunity to raise
Please see CHANGE, page 15
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Like pot for the political soul
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It seems there is an invisible
mist surrounding the University
of New England. This fog like
entity is so thin that it is hardly
noticeable, yet still present. This
haze seems to contaminate the
minds of those who come in contact with it, desensitizing students
to political issues and leaving the
mind to focus on video games,
sports news, and movie quotes; all
fun but meaningless.
Throughout my four years at
this university, I noticed a mounting political apathy in this campus. Politics is never a topic of
discussion in the halls or cafeteria.
Rather, dialogue usually centers
on Brady's performance for the
Pats or the current situation of the
Red Sox. Are they going to make
the playoffs? That seems to be all
that matters. Even the topic of
steroids seems more popular then
the Presidential Race of 2008.
One would think that those
who pursue higher education are
interested in knowledge and engaging in meaningful conversation about things that actually
affect their lives. Brady throwing
the winning touchdown pass at
the Superbowl will only affect
the Patriot's microcosm. Impor-
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tant issues such as the war on Iraq
and the increase in student loans,
which affects a greater part of the
nation, are left unattended in the
sidelines.
In the sixties, there was a huge
movement in which people would
voice their beliefs. The youth was
opinionated and active in political
demonstrations and rallies. Now,
college students specialize in Nip
Tuck, Scorpion Bowls, Halo 3 and
the ever popular Grey's Anatomy.
The fact that our tuition is
soaring above inflation is of no
concern to them. The fact that
billions of dollars are being spent
at war while millions within the
United States are living within
the poverty line is okay. The fact
that the US is the leading contributor of CO2 to the atmosphere is just another issue that
flies over their heads. People do
not want to make a move for
change nor speak up. They do not
wish to relinquish their commodities in order to take steps towards
a healthier planet. Political issues
should be left with politicians; at
least it seems to be the general
attitude. They forget that by surrendering their political rights
amounts to the same as giving up
this' countries most prized right:
democracy.
So what happened between

now and then? Why is this generation so apathetic to issues
that have the power to change
their lives forever? Is it because
we had nothing to fight for? Is it
because we take our commodities and privileges for granted?
Is it because mainstream society
has shaped us into this consumer driven and pleasure oriented
people that do not challenge the
status quo?
The answer remains in the
air. One thing is for certain, it
took the reinstitution of the draft
to deliver a check mate to the war
back then. Perhaps people will
only want to leave their comfortable couches when they feel an
eminent threat to their own seat.
A very important presidency
is upon us and it just might decide
if the American Empire falls or
soars. Whether you vote Republican, Democrat or Independent, it
is time for our generation to grab
the reins of our future and vote for
the candidate which you feel will
do the best for this country. Those
who are in power now will make
decisions that our generation will
long after feel the ripple effects
0£ It's all up to you whether you
want to collect fresh fruits or rotten ones.
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UNE students excel in online networking
BY ALETHIA MILLER
Nor'easter Staff
Meeting new friends, establishing inside jokes, and keeping
in daily contact with people, leads
an outsider to believe that networking sites are the key to any
future college student's successful
social life.
Freshmen found Facebook
the easiest networking site to
meet new friends, and create relationships that may not have begun
without it. Attending orientation
for UNE students produced less
anxiety than expected, after finding people who would arrive at
UNE on the same date. Finding
friends with similar interests and
personalities could not be easier.
Facebook even allows users to
post their dorm room number,
and only those who are 'friends'
are allowed to view such personal
information.
It appears as if networking sites have no disadvantages.
However, one needs to look at
the implications such sites can
have on one's social life. Some
UNE students seem to have arrived at the start of the school
year with their social life already
ruined. With being nicknamed
"Facebook whores" or "Facebook
predators" at UNE, those who either befriended everyone in their
class or posted seemingly overly
friendly or awkward comments,
now no longer have a social life.
Prior to even setting foot on campus, the networking site, that at
first appeared to be their greatest

ally in making friends, proved to
be their biggest downfall.
Do not neglect the numerous
students who put off studying for
the lingering on their MySpace
or Facebook page. Minutes easily become hours, as posting quick
comments and befriending individuals takes up time. However,
most time is spent reading other
people's pages; some of whom the
reader barely knows. Facebook is
not only sneaky, but imagine the
extensive network in which those
pictures reach people. Perhaps
someone is not actually your Facebook friend, but couldn't one of
their friends linger over your page
and show it to others. Laughing at other people's pictures and
mocking their ridiculous stories
seems to be a newfound obsession
among students in general.
While these cyber activities are entertaining, UNE students should be thinking about
their future and the prospects of
graduate school or an actual career. What plays into their future? Certainly not MySpace or
Facebook. Despite what some
may believe websites such as
MySpace and Facebook play a
drastic role in a college student's
chance of finding a job, attending
graduate school, and their future
in general. Universities are using Facebook to monitor students
whom are drinking or doing illegal drugs. 'Inappropriate' content
can be used against you, and perhaps lead to expulsion; though
most college students don't think
as far ahead as three years down

YAMAIRA RJVERA, NOR'EASTER NEWS

NETWORKING: A few computers in Decary Hall computer lab on the Facebook homepage. Students across the country are now
using websites such as Facebook and MySpace as a means of social communication.

the road, or even a few months.
What if tomorrow you were in an
accident, and claimed you were
not drinking? In early February,
a Texas driver was one of the first
to have his comments (previously
posted on a social networking
site) to be used against him in
trial. It was a fatal accident with
the possibility of alcohol involved.
The prosecution used his comment of'Tm not an alcoholic, I'm
a drunkoholic," in the case against
him. Oxford University recently
expelled a group of students who
had pictures of themselves spraying silly string, throwing flour,
and spraying foam after exam period in their dorm room. The uni-

versity deemed this inappropriate
behavior.
Graduate school is harder
to get into, especially with applicant onlookers using Facebook as
a way to regulate what students
have previously done. In June
2006, the New York Times published an article on how Facebook
changed a college graduate's life.
A consultant company in Chicago, Illinois was surprised to find
they no longer wanted to hire the
college graduate. The company's
manager read under personal
hobbies, "smokin blunts, shooting people and obsessive sex,"
which he didn't find very funny.
The company's president stated in

the New York Times to students,
"Why are you allowing this to
be viewed publicly, effectively, or
semipublicly?" It clearly reflects
upon the student's character and
judgment.
MySpace may be a public
profile, while Facebook allows users to privatize their webpage and
only allow certain individuals to
access areas. However, according
to the New York Times employers are keeping their college email
addresses as alumni, and accessing
student pages that may be hired.
Companies have also requested
their interns to do background
checks on individuals, since they
· Please see ONLINE, page 15

Wind power is a clean way to solve UNE's energy needs
BY DIANE GREEN
Nor'easter Staff
The University of New England prides itself in being an environmentally conscious and progressive college. The Westbrook
College Campus is powered by
natural gas, and the University
Campus is powered by a combination of propane, biodiesel,
and oil. We currently use 30%
recycled paper, and the goal is to
reach 50%. Our hallways provide
recyclable receptors next to almost
every trash can with the hope that
students will actually utilize them.
But yet, there is much more that
could be done.
As a college that is constantly
growing in numbers of students
and faculty, we consume a lot of
energy. Dorms, classrooms, the
library, computer labs, cafeterias,
bathrooms, and everything that is
required to maintain the daily activities of UNE, requires as much
energy as a town. To be respectable citizens of the environment,
it would only appear reasonable
that we erect a windmill to support our ever-growing energy
needs here on campus.
As the state of Maine becomes more and more energy
conscious, it would only seem
natural that UNE should fol-

low suit. Biddeford's sister city
of Saco, just this fall, erected the
first mid-sized windmill in the
state of Maine to power the new
train station and city offices. Saco
has a 1.8 kw and a 50 kw turbine.
According to Eric Cote, Ward 6
councilor, the 1.8 kw turbine is
expected to generate more than
4,000 to 6,000 kilowatt hours
every year, and the 50 kw turbine
is guaranteed to produce 90,000
kilowatt hours. A windmill of that
size is expected to last over thirty
years, and will be paid off in only
twelve years. A 1.8 kw turbine
would cost approximately $12,
000 to $15,000 dollars, while the
50 kw turbine would cost about
$200,000. With the price of oil,
and even biodiesel, UNE could
certainly afford to erect a windmill. Not only could we reduce
the costs of our energy needs and
minimize our effect on the environment, we could set a positive
example to other colleges in the
state and throughout the country.
Critics argue that windmills
are not entirely effective as wind
is not always reliable. As most of
us here on the University Campus are already aware, there is
no lack of wind. The Saco River
provides us with a steady supply
of wind. There are some days that
I find myself almost thrown to
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WIND POWER: New windmill providing green power to Saco Island.

the ground by a gust of vengeful,
water-driven wind.
Another criticism of wind-

mills is that they are ugly, nosy,
and gaudy. I am always dumbfounded to hear these arguments

as I would much prefer the sight
of a rustic, aesthetic windmill to
smokestacks and clouds of polluted energy-refuse, ridden with
carbon emissions. And as far as
nosy is concerned, I pass Saco's
train station windmill everyday,
and never do I hear the turning
of the turbine. These critical arguments, in my estimation, are made
by people who are frightened by
change, and would much prefer a
warming globe, for whatever the
reason.
The University of New England hasn't adequately explored
the idea of a windmill. Faculty
members of the Environmental
Department here on the University Campus would, most likely,
support the idea with much enthusiasm. Take the time to stop
by to speak with one of the professors in the Environmental D epartment; perhaps · students and
faculty members can come up
with a way to convince· administration that a windmill is in our
best interest. I urge you, as progressive, environmentally minded
citizens and students to demand
that your tuition money not be
spent on dirty oil and trash-fueled
electricity, and that your money,
instead, be spent on a clean, efficient windmill.

CHANGE
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up my hand with great pride for
Barack Obama. When the moment finally came, I was so enthusiastic and driven with determination that I volunteered to
attend the Democratic National
Convention in May as a delegate.
I will, again,go, and wait for hours,
only to raise my hand in honor for
a man, I believe, will change and
shape this country into something
good, for a change.
Barack Obama speaks of
an America without fear of repression for political dissent. He
speaks of an America where political parties unite for the greater
good of the people and not focus
its efforts on destroying each other. Barack offers us an America
we have never experienced: An
America where the people rule
without fear of the government.
He offers us an America we can
be part of, both in spirit and in

will.
Politicians usually use the
tactic of promising easy solutions
to win elections. Obama promises
Americans a change, but stresses
that change will be difficult and
will require much work and devotion on all of our parts. The young
senator of Illinois now leads his
Democratic rival, Hillary Clinton in the popular vote, and is
trailing in super delegates. As of
March, this bright, young man

ONLINE
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are still students befriending other students. Recruiters have been
denying individuals from attending their college, simply based
on an inappropriate Facebook or
MySpace comment.
On February 11th, 2008 the
New York Times reported on the
difficulty in deleting a Facebook
page, and how deleting any account is nearly impossible. Erasing a user's information after they
have established a site is unlikely
to occur, and deactivating the account is less likely. And even when
an account is deactivated, the information left on the account is
always available to be reactivated
at anytime, meaning the information is never deleted from the network itself. However, this is legal.
Clicking the "I agree to terms and
conditions," prior to signing up,
shows the network that you: "acknowledge that the company may
retain archived copies of your user
content." "Removed information may persist in backup copies
for a reasonable period of time."
'Reasonable period' means forever, unless the user threatens to
sue the company. Those who file
a lawsuit against Facebook seem
to be the only users to have their
accounts completely removed.
Most see these sites as an
arena to contact individuals
whom they have not spoken to in
ages, such as childhood friends,
neighbors who have moved
away, someone they briefly met,
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has won 27 of 41 contests. When
faced with criticism and attack
ads from his contenders, Barack
Obama rises above dirty politics,
bringing attention only to the issues at hand.
At a recent John McCain rally, the conservative radio host, Bill
Cunningham, used Barack's full
name-Barck Hussein Obama in
an attempt to bring attention to
Barack's Muslim heritage. The usage of his full name was responded
to by cheers and jeers by republicans in support of John McCain.
McCain later apologized for Cunningham's usage of Barack's full
name, but this apology left me to
wonder-what is so wrong with
Obama's full name. He is, in fact,
proud of his heritage, and is more
than willing to tell the story of
his father, a native of Kenya, who
came to this country in hopes of a
greater opportunity. Cunningham
was insinuating that Obama is
Muslim, when in all actuality, he
is Christian. But what if he were
Muslim? This is America, isn't it?
Is it not supposed to be a place of
tolerance, understanding; a place
where all cultures are meant to
be embraced. But thank you, Bill
Cunningham, for bringing attention to Barack's name for the
name 'Barack' means blessing; a
blessing to this country he is, and
will be as Commander in Chief.
It is something to be proud of,
and not a source of shame.

or friendships that died when
the individuals switched schools.
Whatever the case may be, these
sites do produce an easily accessible outlet for students to contact
those whom they have not spoken
to. But, is picking up the phone
that difficult? In the year 2007,
we seem to find it easier to leave
messages on web pages or to instant message a friend, rather
than speaking to them directly.
Forget the fear of awkward silence, or having nothing else to
say, because leaving messages on
a webpage lowers the chance of
rejection itself Taking hours to
establish a profile page of likes
and dislikes, posting up favorite
music and TV shows, updating
the top 8, answering quizzes, tagging people in pictures, feeding
the fake pet on the right hand
corner, poking people, and finally
the time spent dwelling over who
to and not to friend. It seems unnervingly ridiculous that students
would spend their days posting
on such sites when the same time
could be spent hanging out with
actual people.
What is the excitement and
buildup in creating a webpage of
your already established life? A
symbol of status it might be, but
instead of spending hours writing the page, why not constantly
enjoy every day, hour, and minute
of the life that you're living right
now.
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The luck of the Irish
BY STEPHANIE PODOLSKI
Nor'easter Staff
St. Patrick's Day, now a modern secularized holiday, was first
established and celebrated by
Irish immigrants in 173 7 in the
city of Boston, Massachusetts in
honor of one Christian man that
was believed to drive the snakes
and evil out of Ireland. It is unfortunate to say .that since then
this day of celebration and well
wishes, has turned into another
excuse for some, to drown their
sorrows by drinking their calories
and becoming inebriated. Now
don't get me wrong, this article
is not another advertisement that
attempts to sway young people
not to drink, however, instead
it raises some questions and realizations for the readers about
cultural pride, individual sanity,
and the brutal consequences that
could come from common mis-

takes and exploitation of days of
true celebration.
It saddens me to say that
most students in my generation
don't understand the true European nature of the alcoholic
drink. Historically, alcohol was
used during times of gathering,
whether that be dinner, birthdays,
holidays, religious times, etc., as
a way to help individuals relax,
better digest their food, and enjoy time spent together. Of course
there have also been times of alcoholic binging in the past, but
in reality, times of indulgence did
more harm than good. Why live
life with regrets, no memory of
the previous night, and alonewith unhappiness? Why not instead remember the true meaning
of family?
For all those who are truly
Irish, embrace it and remember
your historical roots, and the hardships your ancestors conquered

for the preservation of Irish traditions. Understand that the Irish
are considered symbolically lucky
because of their ability to survive
when the nation was about to collapse due to famine and economic
instability. For the rest of you, all
that I ask is for each of you to take
the time to remember your heritage, spend some time enjoying
those that you love, and be thankful for your health, because it does
seem like it lasts forever while you
are young.
Being born and raised a Polish girl in the United States, there
are two things I fully understand:
true European culture, and simultaneously the unfortunate toll
that alcoholism takes upon my
generation. I may not be Irish, but
who decided they get to hog all
the luck anyway? This Saint Patrick's Day let's not test the limits
of the Irish luck, but instead remember what we value most; life.

Shuttle bus solves weekend travel issues
BY KATIE DUNBAR
Nor'easter Staff
Last semester, the shuttle bus
was really not that convenient.
Students attempting to get to
Walmart or Biddeford Crossing
would be dropped off in downtown Biddeford to wait for twenty minutes to half an hour for the
local bus, and the round trip could
take an entire day. However, all
that has changed with an extended route for weekends taking students directly to both locations.
When I first heard of the
shuttle bus and saw the schedule last semester, I was under the
impression that it went directly
to Biddeford Crossing, Walmart,
and other areas of immediate
interest to students. Downtown
Biddeford is absolutely fantastic,
with a lot to offer to students.
However, many students have a
rather low budget and buy a large
portion of their food and necessities from stores like Walmart and
Target.
"It used to be basically im-

possible to get to Walmart without taking all day," said Caitlin
O'Connor, a freshman at UNE.
"Now I use it a lot more-pretty
much every weekend."
Now, the current schedule
has the shuttle running late on
Friday and Saturday nights, and
is stopping at Walmart and Biddeford Crossing all weekend, from
Friday night through Sunday
evening. The shuttle also stops
in downtown Biddeford and the
train station by request. The bus
will also continue to stop anywhere along the route on request,
and can return there to pick students up as well. However, the
midweek schedule is still roughly the same as it was with short
morning and evening routes to
downtown Biddeford and back
Monday through Thursday.
"It's very convenient for
students and faculty alike," said
Ralph Longmore, a chef at Decary Dining Hall. "I use it every
day to get back and forth to go to
work. I haven't used it to go to
Walmart yet, but I plan on it."

There are a few pitfalls to the
new schedule, though. Since the
route is so much longer, the actual
bus ride is longer, and trips are farther in between. The old schedule
had much more frequent trips,
enabling students to make a quick
run to Happy Dragon to pick up
take-out, or to 7-11 to grab some
basic necessities. However, with
this option still available during the week the new schedule is
overall an improvem~nt.
"It's also just so nice to get
off campus every once in a while
if you don't have a car," said
O'Connor.
I for one am really pleased
with this improvement in the bus
system. With this service, I can
take a quick trip to Walmart, go
to Smitty's for a movie, or swing
by downtown Biddeford for Pizza
by Alex. And, I can do it all in an
environmentally friendly fashion
by hopping on the bus with several friends that would otherwise be
scrambling for a parking space.

,
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SHUTILE BUS: Bus en route to pick up students on a wintery night.
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ATTENTION CAT LOVERS

Homeless

Team

HART (Homeless Animal Rescue Team) is a shelter and
adoption center just for cats located in Cumberland. All cats
are tested, spayed, or neutered, and brought current on all of
their vaccinations.
The cats reside in an open environment which allows them to
play, jump, hide, run, and form bonds with one another so you
see their true personality.

of Maine

There are over 100 cats and 60 kittens available for adoption, of
all descriptions and personality types. HART cats are adopted
out as inside cats only. These are just a few of the available
cats:

VIOLET
Violet is a beautiful gray and white
tabby girl with short fluffy hair
who is only about 9 months old.
She and her sister, Petunia, were
brought to the shelter when their
owner moved away and left them
behind. They were on their own
for a short while, and are learning to trust humans again. Violet
loves to be pet and stroked and is
very playful. She and her sister are
young.. not even a year.. and are full
of energy. She loves your attention
and will come around for it gradually..like she is remembering how
nice being touched was. Please call to meet these nice girls who
deserve a chan~e to be safe and loved again!

PETUNIA
Petunia is a very pretty dilute
torti girl who is about 9 months
old and has big double paws in
the front. She was rescued from
an outdoor living situation when
the owners sold their home and
moved away. petunia is very
playful, and loves to be with
her sister, Violet. She is beginning to trust humans allowing
them to pet her and play with
her. She still is not interested in
being picked up, but has made
remarkable progress in a very short time. We would love for her to
find a home with her sister, Violet, because it makes her feel more
secure...but it is not 100 % necessary! Please call to meet this very
pretty girl!

PHOEBE
MACKENZIE

Phoebe is a sweet little black and
white tuxedo girl with big yellow
eyes and big ole double paws. She
is gentle and friendly, but was an
owner surrender due to their other
cats terrorizing her. She would do
best in a quiet home perhaps, with
no other kitties, or perhaps a kitten so that she could be a nurturer.
Phoebe is young and still likes to
play and is quite inquisitive. This is
a sweet girl who needs the chance
to blossom..won't you give that
chance?

Mackenzie is a special lady who is
about 6 years old and also a diabetic. She is so sweet and gentle,
and will win you over in a heart
beat. Mackenzie has a lovely classic swirl tabby coat with a bronze
glow. She has also been declawed
prior to her arrival at the shelter.
She is really quite striking, and just
a lovely lady. Please call the shelter
for more details on her care, how
we can help you if you can offer
her a loving home!

SILLY
Silly is a pretty medium haired
orange & white female. Her lovely hair is very soft and silky. She
is around 11 years old and has
been burying herself under her
bedding, poor thing! Her owner
passed away and the family found
a home for the dog and the bird.
She would be good with the right
dog. Silly is friendly to family and
visitors, although can be shy with
strangers. She would be most
comfortable with seniors or a nice
quiet home. Silly has not been around children. She only has 3 legs
due to being hit by a car some time ago Silly deserves to find a very
special home. Please come meet this very deserving lady!

MOON
Moon is a gorgeous sleek black
female kitty with a small patch of
white on her chest. She is a young
mother who has raised her brood,
and is now looking for her forever
home. Moon has pretty yellow
eyes and just the glossiest coat!
She is a nice kitty who likes to
play, and be close to you. moon has
a lovely purr as well. Please call to
meet this nice young female kitty
cat and make her yours.

For information, call 829-4116 or e-mail HART at info@hartofme.com. Check out the web site at www.hartofme.com.
HART is open by appointment and there is an Open House on the first Saturday of every month from 11 to 3. HART is
located on the corner of Rt. 100 and Range Rd., in Cumberland.

